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By Suzanne Chesterton

Three months of collaborations,
celebrations - and cautionary words for Skills & Talent across the CCR …

Q2 of 2022 came and went in a
whirl of activity - deepening the
foundations for a future-skilled
workforce in our region; and
widening our capacity to build
the sustainable talent pipelines
that are key to realising our
ambitions for Southeast Wales.
Many highlights stand out.
Careers Wales estimate that
more than 60,000 new green
jobs could be created in the next
two years across Wales,
illustrating just how prescient our
‘green investment’ in Aberthaw
will prove on the jobs front alone.
CIPD Wales’ Hidden In Plain Sight
campaign, which will help bring
thousands of disadvantaged
people into the workplace,
underlines the potential we can
unleash through a commitment
to inclusivity.
And that collective determination
to making sure no one gets left
behind saw the Valleys
Innovation Showcase for
Technological Advancement
(VISTA) programme beginning to
make a real impact in
Blaenau Gwent, the CILEX
inclusive apprenticeship
pathways open for anyone
interested in pursuing a legal
career, and the University of
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South Wales map the highly
diverse creative industry skills
right across Southeast Wales.

it in our Quarterly Reviews, or as
the news breaks, at
www.venturewales.org

It was also hugely encouraging
that the Demos-PwC Good
Growth for Cities Index noted
CCR’s sector-focused approach
in helping Cardiff create 5,000
new jobs a year - the second
fastest growth of all 50 cities in
the report.

Enjoy the read!

Head of Communications,
Policy & Governance.

So there is no doubt we are
seizing the moment - and we
need to, for every community
across our region. The last
quarter saw many learned and
authoritative reports underlining
the scale of skills shortages here
in the UK - with the Open
University’s Business Barometer
revealing that 70% of UK
organisations fear that a future
scarcity of skills and talent could
impair growth and performance;
and the Federation of Small
Business SBI findings showing
that 34% of SMEs (the core of
our economy here in the CCR)
believe that the lack of
appropriately skilled staff is a
barrier to growth, right now.
It’s a challenge that we’re
tackling and an opportunity that’s
already firmly in our grasp - and
you can read all about what
we’re doing and how we’re doing
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Jobs & income making
Cardiff fastest
improving UK city for
talent

Inflation
increasing gender
pay gap reports
CIPHER

Uplift in
wages
benefits 2.5m
people

60,000 new green
jobs created over
2 years

CIPD Wales
highlights
hidden talent

Llanelli Railway Goods
Shed work experience
brings valuable use
to grade II listed
building

Welsh Gov pledge
£13m to
deliver learning and
upskilling support

National
StartUp Awards
finalists
announced

Business and
charity team up
to develop next
generation of
accountants

April

Daikin offers free
training scheme
for low
carbon heating

CCR apprentices
in semi-final of Trade
Apprenticeship
Competition

Space jobs
double in the
last financial
year

the month in two minutes …
April saw Skills & Talent spring into
action on many fronts, bringing
major news on both the micro and
macro level, with Careers Wales
revealing how more than 60,000
new green jobs could be created
in the next two years across Wales,
the Demos-PwC Good Growth for
Cities Index ranking Cardiff as the
fastest-improving UK city for talent
- and ACCA partnering in Wales
with Migrant Leaders to widen
the accountancy talent pipeline.
Further west, the skills-focused
restoration of the Llanelli Railway
Goods Shed brought a Grade II
listed landmark back into valuable
use to train local apprentices - and
apprenticeships continued to
dominate the headlines, with news
that two Cardiff-headquartered
learning providers, ACT and ITEC,
would deliver the pivotal Jobs
Growth Wales+ programme in our
region … as well as two CCR-based
apprentices making it through to
the semifinals of the Screwfix Trade
Competition Daikin … and Robert
Price introducing an innovative
training course to skill-up on the heat
pump installations that are helping
drive our green heating revolution.
Mid-April brought worrying news
for Gender Equality Pay, with
inflation causing a potential widening
of the pay gap between males
and females. Thankfully, the
headlines brightened elsewhere, with
the launch of CIPD Wales’ Hidden
In Plain Sight campaign (helping
bring thousands of disadvantaged
people into the workplace), as well
as the unveiling of Wales’ first-ever
National StartUp Awards finalists
- and the rocketing of new roles in
the high-value Welsh Space sector.

Bespoke
support for
first time
workers
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60,000 green Welsh jobs could be created by 2024

Skills-Focused Restoration of Llanelli Landmark

A report published by Careers
Wales, the national careers advice
service in Wales, revealed that
more than 60,000 new green jobs
could be created over a two-year
period within the Welsh economy.

Further west, the Llanelli Railway
Goods Shed project hit the headlines, being used to train local
apprentices and offer on-site work
experience opportunities, bringing
the formerly derelict Grade II listed
Railway Good Shed back into
valuable use.

Careers Wales’ ‘Impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on the labour
market in Wales’ report showed
how the transformation towards
a greener economy would lead
to a growing eco-industry and,
ultimately, to greater employment
opportunities in Wales.
‘Green Jobs’ encompass roles that
deliver goods and services which
are likely to help generate lower
emissions of greenhouse gases including the ‘greening’ of existing
jobs and the development of green
skills.
Careers Wales’ report analysed
Wales’ green economy during
2020-21, identifying a 72% increase
in the number of ‘green jobs’ over

the last five years - mirroring the
Wales TUC estimate that more than
60,000 indirect and 45,500 direct
jobs could be created as part of
the green recovery over a two-year
period with government investment
in key projects.

While there has been a strong
increase in demand for specific
green jobs, these roles are only
a small share of the rising green
demand. Wider green skills
across jobs in other sectors are
increasing at an even more rapid
pace, with around 70,000 more
green skills career opportunities
available in the UK from 2018 to
2021.
The ‘greening’ of existing roles
means green skills and jobs are

in demand across a wide range
of industries such as construction,
manufacturing, engineering and
science, as businesses transition
to comply with various statutory
obligations relating to social
impact, the drive to reduce waste
and omissions and the race to
achieve net zero.
In particular, there’s high demand
for green jobs in skilled technical
trades such as energy efficiency,
environmental services and
renewable energy, as well as job
prospects at the lower end of the
skills spectrum including process
and machine operatives in
environmental services.
When looking at the advertised
salaries for all jobs against green
jobs over the last five years in
Wales, the Careers Wales’ report
shows how, on average, green jobs
are paid £1,504 more than others,
averaging a salary of £26,644 per
annum.

Cardiff Fastest Improving UK City for Talent
Improvements in jobs, income and
health see Cardiff at the top of
PwC’s index for change between
2017-2019 and 2018-2020 - as the
fastest improving city in the UK
according to the Demos-PwC Good
Growth for Cities Index.
The Index ranks 50 of the UK’s
largest cities – plus the London
boroughs as a whole – for
performance against a series of 12
variables, weighted against their
importance to the public.
Cardiff’s marked improvement
is being driven in particular by
its performance in jobs, income
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distribution, income and health.
Its workforce grew by more than
20% in the decade leading up to
the pandemic – with 5,000 new
jobs a year (the second fastest
growth of all 50 cities in the report)
including 2,000 jobs per year
created by the financial services
sector alone.
The report notes the sectorfocused approach to growth
adopted by Cardiff Capital Region
(CCR): targeting fin-tech, the
creative industries, advanced
manufacturing and technologies
like compound semiconductors –
and homegrown start ups such as

fintech firms Delio and Wealthify;
and the TV production studio Bad
Wolf.
Cardiff’s ranking also benefited
from
multi-billion
pound
investments and private business
partnerships for Central Square,
Wales’ first Central Business District
of scale, which is now home to the
new headquarters of BBC Cymru.
This came amid investments from
Cardiff University in its innovation
campus developments and the
University of South Wales in its
School of Creative Industries.
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The restoration work was being
undertaken by Ammanford-based
construction contractor TRJ Ltd,
with the construction company
working in partnership with Coleg

Sir Gar and Cyfle Building Skills to
create apprentice opportunities
on the project - providing many
training opportunities as well as
generating some much-needed
employment in the local area.

in the construction industry through
a placement with a local
construction firm.

The project was also being used
as part of the South West Wales
Onsite Construction Hub – funded
by CITB and coordinated by Cyfle
Building Skills – which aimed to give
individuals the opportunity to have
real-life practical work experience

ACCA teams up with Migrant Leaders to widen
accountancy talent pipeline
ACCA UK (the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants)
teamed up with UK charity Migrant
Leaders to help find and develop
the next generation of talent for the
accountancy profession.
Migrant Leaders aims to inspire
and develop disadvantaged young
people across the UK to broaden
their horizons - providing bespoke
support to give them the knowledge,
skills and confidence to enter and
take on leadership roles in major
public and private sector
organisations.
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Lloyd Powell, Head of ACCA Cymru/
Wales, warmly welcomed this new
partnership: “Migrant Leaders has
a real commitment to inclusion and
tackling social mobility. It’s
inspirational to be working with
them on their mission to support
young people from all backgrounds
to access quality education and
career provision, to improve their
life chances. We’d certainly
encourage eligible ACCA students
to apply as the programme’s
benefits are tangible.”

To qualify, applicants needed to be
aged 16-25, currently or previously
in state education, with least one of
their parents having migrated to
the UK - or as a non-migrant, they
needed to be from a disadvantaged
background of any ethnicity.
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Learning Providers to Deliver Wales’ New Jobs
Programme for Young Adults
April brought welcome news that
two leading CCR work-based
learning providers would help to
deliver the new Jobs Growth Wales+
programme for young people - a
key part of Welsh Government’s
Young Person’s Guarantee, which
offers a bespoke package of
support to help 16-18 year olds
develop their skills and work
experience in line with employers’
needs to help them secure their
first job.
ACT and ITEC Skills and
Employment, both headquartered
in Cardiff, were awarded contracts
to deliver the new programme
alongside Pembrokeshire College,
Coleg Cambria and Grŵp
Llandrillo Menai.

The programme offers a holistic
approach to each learner’s journey
- based on Engagement,
Advancement and Employment
- aiming to equip young people
with the skills, qualifications and
experience needed to either
progress to employment, an
apprenticeship or the opportunity
to learn at a higher level.
Key actions include work
placements, work trials, community
projects, voluntary work, centre
-based learning opportunities and
completion of qualifications
ranging from entry level to level two.
Each job offered by an employer
must be between 16 and 40 hours a
week, for a minimum of six months

- with the employer committing
to retain the employee after six
months.
The Welsh Government pays up to
half the employment costs at the
National Minimum Wage for the
first six months - with employers
receiving ongoing, tailored training
support from a designated learning
provider, plus free recruitment
advice.
To be eligible for Jobs Growth
Wales+, young people must be
aged between 16-18 years old, not
in full-time education, employment
or training (NEET) and living in
Wales.

Wales’ First Ever National StartUp Awards Finalists
Revealed

Two CCR trailblazers in semi-final of Trade
Apprenticeship Competition
Two apprentices from Newport
and Pontypridd came a step
closer to winning the title of
Screwfix Trade Apprentice 2022.
Elliot Wigfall, an apprentice
electrician from Pontypridd and
Jack Thompson, an apprentice
carpenter from Newport, applied
for the competition earlier this year
and were selected to go through
to the semi-final, together with
more than thirty other apprentices.
Following the semi-final, 10
apprentices faced a panel of
industry experts at the national
final in April, where one winner
received a career-boosting £10,000
prize package made up of tools,
trade and tech – everything to
get started in their chosen field.
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Elliot and Jack were both shortlisted
for their passion, dedication and
ambition - and during the final will
enjoy the opportunity to share their
expertise and ambitions with a
panel of industry-leading judges including representatives from the
Federation of Master Builders, the
Chartered Institute of Plumbing
and Heating Engineering, the
National Inspection Council for
Electrical Installation Contracting
and a previous Screwfix Top
Tradesperson winner.

and our annual competition
looks to reward skilled trade
apprentices as well as showcasing
the countless opportunities offered
by the construction industry. From
over 2,500 entries, our semi-finalists
have done incredibly well to get
this far. They’re an inspiration to the
future generation, spotlighting the
benefits of a career in the trade.”

Wales’ most exciting new businesses
have been shortlisted as part of a
brand new UK-wide awards
programme.
The StartUp Awards National Series
was launched to recognise the
booming startup scene across the
UK, which has accelerated beyond
recognition since the pandemic
began.
In 2020, when most of the world
was shutting down, more than
400,000 startups were set up
in Britain, with similar increases
seen in other European countries.
This marked boost in newfound
entrepreneurship was mirrored
by the 2,500 applications which
had been received in response
to the Startup Awards National
Series’ first ever call for entries.

Jack Wallace, Screwfix marketing
director,
highlighted
the
importance of apprenticeships
to the UK’s construction
sector:“Apprenticeships remain
vital to the construction industry
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feeling to know we are a part of this.”

The Wales startups that made
the shortlist were a true snapshot of the future economy, with a collective turnover
of over £18m and employing
587 people between them. Of
the region’s great passion for
entrepreneurship, one finalist said:
“It is our belief that any business
should be proud to class themselves
as a Welsh business. The Welsh
economy is being built on the
grounds of up-and-coming local
entrepreneurs and it is a fantastic

The cohort of finalists will be
considered for the regional prizes
by a panel of seasoned judges
with experience of founding or
supporting
entrepreneurial
ventures. This includes Wales-based
Richard Theo, CEO and co-founder of Wealthify, Rachael Flanagan,
founder of Mrs Buckét, and Geryn
Evans of Project Blue, a previous
Wales StartUp Awards winner.
Co-founded by the team behind the
Great British Entrepreneur Awards,
the new series follows the success
of the Wales StartUp Awards,
after organisers recognised the
exceptional potential in the startup
scene across the other British
regions.
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CIPD taps into Wales’ hidden talent pools

Rising inflation to widen UK’s gender pay gap

With Wales’ jobless figures currently
standing at a near record low of 3.1%
and almost every sector reporting
staff shortages as the country
emerged from the pandemic, CIPD
Wales launched a first-of-its-kind
campaign to help address the talent
shortfall - looking to match
thousands of potential jobseekers
with businesses throughout our
region.

represented groups into work.
The target groups include young
people aged 18-24, people with
experience of or an interest in the
caring profession, ex-offenders,
the socially excluded, people
who have experienced homelessness - and individuals such
as ex-service personnel and
elite sports professionals, whose
first careers have ended early.

A new study revealed that women
(14%) are less likely than men
(22%) to have been awarded a
salary increase in line with or
above the rate of inflation.

The Hidden in Plain Sight campaign
is aimed at encouraging people into
or back into the workplace - liaising
directly with organisations across a
range of sectors, helping support
thousands of people from under-

There is currently less easily
accessible support available to
these groups - and Hidden in
Plain Sight will offer the training
and mentoring needed to help
potentially thousands of people

directly
into
sustainable
employment; consulting with
businesses across Wales to identify
the abilities, attributes and skills
they are looking for - tailoring
the training through a programme
that is aligned with Welsh
Government’s recently-launched
Employability and Skills plan.
A series of roadshows later in the
year will be held across the country
to deliver opportunities directly
to individuals - with CIPD Wales’
6.000-strong membership playing
a key role as mentors, as providers
of work experience or as employers.

The report by CIPHR also suggests
that a greater proportion of women
are getting a lower pay rise
when compared with their male
colleagues - with two fifths (40%)
of females saying their pay rise
was below inflation, compared
to a third (32%) of the men who
have received a pay rise.
As remuneration is not expected to
keep pace with inflation this year
or next, these findings suggest that
the UK’s gender pay gap may grow.

pay gap reporting, with the ONS
about to reveal the progress being
made by the UK’s biggest employers
(those with 250 employees or
more) in reducing the country’s
gender pay inequality; with the
most recent figures reporting that
women, on average, earn 85p for
every pound earned by a man.

The deadline was looming for the
UK government’s 2021-22 gender

Those most up-to-date stats detail
that over three-quarters (77%)
of organisations pay their male
employees more than their female
employees, with only one in seven
(13.4%) paying women more
than men - and a mere one in
10 organisations (9.6%) reporting
that they have no pay gap.

Wales’ Space Jobs more than double

South Wales training course to drive the green
heating revolution
A free and flexible training scheme
for people interested in a career
working with heat pumps and low
carbon heating solutions was on
offer for up to 200 prospective
installers in South Wales.
World-leading heat pump
manufacturer, Daikin, came
together with Coleg Gwent and
specialist training provider GN
Group, to deliver the one-day
Daikin Air Source Heat Pump
Installation training course.
The course took place at the
Robert Price Sustainable Home
Centre in Newport; and was open
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to anyone employed and aged 19,
living in Wales and earning less
than £29,534 per year - ideal for
those with a keen interest in low
carbon heating, including heating
engineers and tradespeople
familiar with heating installations.
Successful applicants for the course
could start as soon as they were
ready, with intensive one-day
courses running until the end of
July - covering the fundamentals
of installing heat pumps, system
requirements and procedures,
exposure to practical working
scenarios to bring it all to life, plus
an interactive Q&A with the trainer.

The training was part of the Welsh
Government’s Personal Learning
Account (PLA) initiative which
offered people the chance to
access free part-time courses with
flexible and convenient learning
that fitted around their lifestyle with registrations for the course
available online via Coleg Gwent.

Space jobs in Wales more than
doubled in the last financial year,
according to new figures announced
in April by the UK Space Agency.
With a Welsh-built satellite set to
take to the skies later this year as
part of the UK’s first ever small
satellite launch, new figures
showed that employment in
Wales’ space sector grew by 694
new positions to create a total

1,109 highly-skilled and well-paid
roles in this valuable and
sustainable Welsh talent community.
Levelling up the space sector is
a key priority for the UK Space
Agency and there are now 1,293
space organisations across the
UK, with new spaceports in Wales
likely to increase jobs further in
the coming years, alongside the
growth of regional space clusters.

Despite the global impact of the
pandemic, employment across
the wider UK space sector has
reached 46,995 (an increase of
6.7%) and overall sector income
increased to £16.5 billion - with space
manufacturing (which includes
satellites, spacecraft, launch
vehicles and scientific instruments)
growing by £23 million to £2.27
billion.

News of this exciting new training
initiative came hot on the heels of
the UK governments’ Boiler Upgrade
Scheme and removal of VAT on heat
pumps, both of which are likely to
boost demand for the technology.

venturewales.org
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£13 million for trade unions to deliver learning and
upskill support
The Welsh Government pledged
£13 million for trade unions to
deliver skills solutions and
learning support to workers
over the next three years.

The next stage of the programme
will build on the flexibility and
innovation shown by the programme
during the pandemic, when it
focused on helping workers who
experienced
redeployment,
furlough and job loss - with the new
phase of the WULF programme
seeing 18 unions receive funding
to provide a range of activities that
upskill individuals and progress
their career aspirations.

The Wales Union Learning Fund
(WULF) and Wales TUC trade
union education programmes help
trade unions in Wales to develop
essential skills and employability
amongst the workforce, with a
particular emphasis on removing
barriers for traditional non-learners.

Pay Boost for Millions as National Minimum and
Living Wage rises
workers’ pay packets.
That means the yearly earnings
of a full-time worker on the National
Living Wage will have increased by
over £5,000 since being introduced
in April 2016; with further statistics
showing the current number of
employees on the payroll increasing
by more than 600,000 when
compared with pre-pandemic
levels - and unemployment falling
to 3.9% nationally.

Millions of workers in Wales and
the UK received a pay increase
in April, as the National Minimum
Wage and National Living Wage
rise came into effect.
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The uplift in wages, which benefited
around 2.5 million people, included
the largest ever increase to the
National Living Wage, putting
£1,000 a year more into full-time
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New business
support programme
launched by
Blaenau Gwent

Cambrian Training
expands sustainability
resources to South
Wales

Video games
industry needs
targeted skills
support –
Clwster Games Survey

Wales
STEM Awards
launched for
2022

L&D key to job
satisfaction &
retention for
Public Sector
Talent

Innovative
hybrid training from
South Wales Police &
Call of the Wild

Coadec & Tramshed
partner to
improve Tech Startup
landscape

May

Pioneering
partnership brings
flexible
legal service
apprenticeships

+182%
increase
in Fintech
job growth

the month in two minutes …
May began inclusively with CILEX
announcing a pioneering partnership
to provide inclusive apprenticeship
pathways for legal careers, and
the Blaenau Gwent-based VISTA
programme (supported by the UK
Government’s Community Renewal
Fund) looking to create new jobs in an
area that still lags behind the national
average for quality employment.
Research-wise, the University of South
Wales (USW) continued to cement
its role at the centre of our creative
industries by publishing a first-of-itskind mapping of the skills and talent
needed by the Video Games industry
across our region - while the Open
University’s (OU) Embracing Flexibility
report scoped the importance
of L&D to public sector skills and
employee retention, with the Robert
Half survey of sector skill salaries
confirming a candidate-driven
market characterised by surging
wage inflation in most sectors.
With the Robert Walters’ Global
Fintech Talent Report detailing an
astonishing +182% increase in tech
job growth during the first quarter
and warning of severe skill shortages
on the horizon, it was good to see
Coadec and Tramshed Tech coming
together to improve our tech startup landscape, and the launch of
the Wales STEM Awards for 2022
celebrating the emerging tech skills
we have in our region.

Cambrian Training
73% of business
leaders
Company
expands
more
confident in their
sustainability
growthto
prospects
resources
South
Wales

The month finished with South
Wales Police developing their Future
Leaders in the most imaginative
and immersive way - and the
CCR Sustainability agenda being
strengthened by the arrival of
Cambrian’s Waste Management
Training in our region …

venturewales.org
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More flexible legal services apprenticeships to
improve access to justice in Wales
A pioneering new partnership
promised to bring more flexible
legal services apprenticeships to
Wales - with news that CILEX had
joined forces with the Law Society
and the Welsh Government to
establish a new apprenticeship
pathway aimed at improving
access to justice by opening up
opportunities to the growing
number of people looking for a
vocational route into a career in
law.

The new Level 3 and Level 5
apprenticeships cater for students
who are aged 16 or over, with
a high standard of numeracy
and literacy - and sponsorship from
their employer.

This alternative new vocational
pathway opened to any organisation
able to provide the necessary legal
work experience, with an estimated
700 organisations in Wales
potentially suitable to sponsor a
legal apprentice.

Employers in Wales could begin
recruiting for legal services
apprentices or sponsor existing
employees from June 2022, when
enrolment opened for the new
training provision, with apprentices
able to study remotely or in-person.

Apprentices undertaking the new
qualifications will complete the
Foundation stage (Level 3) and
Advanced stage (Level 5) of
the new CILEX Professional
Qualification, giving them a clear
progression route to further legal
qualification, including becoming
a CIlex lawyer as a specialist in their
chosen area of practice alongside
solicitors, barristers and other legal
professionals.
Each level will take between 18
months and two years to complete
- meaning an apprentice who
progresses further with their legal
training could qualify as a CILEX
lawyer in five to six years.

Targeted Skills Support to help Video Games
industry in South Wales
innovation at the core of media
production in South Wales. It’s the
first detailed, systematic mapping
of this high-value, fast-growing
sector in Wales - highlighting
the skills challenges and training
needs of the industry, outlining the
current training and post-16 provision and identifying the major talent
initiatives aimed at developing
games in Wales and across the UK.

The video games sector in Wales
needed bespoke support and
incentives, including talent
development for recent grauates
and structured mentorship for
nascent companies, according
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to a report by the University of
South Wales (USW).
The Clwster Games Survey Wales
2021 report is part of a five-year
programme that aims to put

With more players than ever before
(2.9 billion in 2021) and a global
games market expected to reach
£150 billion by 2023, the report
made a series of recommendations
to help the sector reach its growth
potential, including:
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• The introduction of Higher or
Degree Apprenticeships for games
development or games art being
offered in Wales, enabling FE, HE
and industry to build accessible
career routes in the region.
• Ensuring appropriate initiatives
are in place to support start-up
companies, with structured
mentorship for small businesses

and targeted growth support for
those who are more established.

as part of its Cymraeg 2050 Welsh
Language Strategy.

• A plan to improve the sector’s
uptake of business support,
ensuring that fit-for-purpose
information is championed and
available within the industry.

• Improved digital infrastructure
across Wales, including broadband
speed and access, to help content
development for hybrid and remote
working.

•Welsh
Government
fully
embracing the opportunities

Flexible Learning key to Wales’ Public Sector Talent
Retention challenge
The Open University’s report into
public sector skills - Embracing
Flexibility - highlighted a desire
for more flexibility and Learning &
Development opportunities, in one
of the largest UK-wide public sector
employee surveys of recent times.
The report noted that adapting to
a flexible hybrid working model is
key to employee retention within
the public sector, indicating that
the pandemic’s effect on ways of
working is here to stay - with three
quarters (75%) of public sector
employees in Wales stating that
they are more likely to stay
in a job that offered remote
or hybrid working options.
Public sector workers also
emphasised the importance
of learning and development

opportunities - with 80% of those
people surveyed citing L&D as key to
job satisfaction in the public sector.
The survey reported that a lack of
flexibility hindered training, with
a quarter (27%) of respondents
citing a lack of flexible working
hours as a factor preventing public
sector employees from participating
in training opportunities.
That desire for flexibility carried
through to learning, with blended
learning shown to be the preferred
learning style at 51%; and distance
learning chosen as the preferred
style by 24% of the people surveyed.

training showing to be the most
popular area of learning in the
survey - and more than a third
(37%) of Welsh public sector
employees also registering a desire
to improve their digital skills.
The report findings aligned with
the bigger policy picture in Wales,
with the Welsh Government
already laying out its plans for a
post-Covid remote working strategy
which aims to see 30% of the
Welsh workforce working at home
or near home on a regular basis.

Public sector employees also
expressed a desire to upskill on
technology and leadership - with
‘Leadership & Management’

Blaenau Gwent business and talent inspired to grow
through expert VISTA support
‘Facilitating new jobs, enhancing
product creation and enabling
the transfer of knowledge’ were
just some of the objectives
announced by VISTA (Valleys
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Innovation
Showcase
for
Technological Advancement), a
new business support programme
launched in Blaenau Gwent.

This innovative new programme
was established in partnership
with the University of South Wales
(USW) and Blaenau Gwent County
Borough Council - with a mission to
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engage at least 20 businesses in the
borough over a four month period,
as part of a pilot programme that
offered a range of support options
including access to leading
academics and the opportunity
to work with the Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre
(AMRC), a network of world-leading
research and innovation centres

working
with
advanced
manufacturing companies around
the globe.
Funded by the UK Government’s
Community Renewal Fund, VISTA
aims to connect enterprises for
shared learning and create an Event
Studio in Ebbw Vale to showcase
the talent and expertise prevalent

throughout the region - with support (including interactions with
regional incubators) offered to
businesses of all sizes - as well as
focusing on engaging with school
children and economically inactive
people to raise awareness of the
opportunities in the region.

The sector also appeared to be
falling behind on diversity - with
females representing less than
a quarter of the global fintech
talent, in stark contrast to growing

female
representation
in
technology and financial services,
which stood at over a third of
the working population in those
sectors. San Francisco fintech’s had

the most gender diverse teams,
with 28% female representation with the UK sitting in 6th place at
22%.

Skills to support short-term growth proving to be the
big winners in 2022
Professionals with the skills to
support short-term growth are
the big winners in the immediate
aftermath of the pandemic,
according to an industry-wide data
analysis from Robert Half.
With nearly three-quarters (73%) of
senior business leaders reporting
that they were more confident
in their growth prospects for the
next 12 months than the 12 months
prior, many were investing in
talent that could enhance growth
strategies, pushing up demand
(and salaries) in some sectors.

Robert Half experts reviewed
salary data from thousands of
placements across more than
200 finance, accounting, financial
services, technology, HR and
marketing roles - discovering
that median starting salaries for
professional services roles had
increased by 4.9% over the previous
six months.
Businesses were hitting the ground
running with revised growth
strategies that included increasing
headcount, driving customer
growth and supporting demand

- driving up salary levels
significantly in four key areas
over the previous six months:
HR (+24.5%), Marketing (+8.6%),
Business Intelligence & Data
Analytics (+7.7%), and Software
Development & Testing (7.2%).
The sector average pay increase for
skilled tech talent was 4.8% over the
previous six months; with salaries
for tech transformation roles
increasing by an average of 6.9%.

Fintech Sector sees huge job growth - and faces
global talent shortage
The global fintech sector had seen
an exceptional +182% increase in
tech job growth for the first quarter
of 2022 (with the top eight fintech
‘mega-hubs’ accounting for
over 90% of all new fintech jobs
advertised around the world)
revealed the Robert Walters’
Global Fintech Talent Report, which
highlighted how fintech (a CCR
priority sector) had become one of
the fastest-growing post-pandemic
industries, outperforming the wider
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market by over 300%.
According to the report, fintech
will face major hurdles this year
as an acute world-wide talent
shortage takes hold - with a
continued concentration of talent in
the eight countries recognised for
their fintech ecosystems: Australia,
China, Japan, Netherlands,
Singapore, Spain, UK and US.
The

report

notes

Software

Engineering and Software
Development as the most indemand roles with fintech across
the globe, accounting for a third of
all job roles advertised by fintech’s
- with San Francisco (+40%), New
York (+33%) and Singapore (+33%)
all hiring en masse for developers;
while there’s a wider trend
emerging for skills that can create
fintech-as-a-service, hybrid cloud
platforms, embedded finance
and greater customer experience.
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Wales STEM Awards launched for 2022
With skill shortages in Fintech and tech in general - rarely out of
the headlines, it was heartening
to see the launch of the Wales
STEM Awards for 2022, to highlight
the importance of STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Maths) to
Wales and the world.
Following the success of the
inaugural awards, the 2022 event
aims to shine a spotlight on the
organisations and individuals

making a difference to the STEM
agenda in Wales - with the
ceremony taking place on 28th
October at City Hall in Cardiff.
The closing date for entries is 9th
September, for fourteen categories
that celebrate the key figures
leading the sector in Wales,
the innovative businesses
making a positive impact on the
Welsh economy, the pioneers
addressing the STEM diversity

gap - and the thought leaders
who are inspiring and raising the
aspirations of the next generation.
Last year’s awards saw CGI IT
UK take home STEM Company
of the Year (251+ employees),
Louise O’Shea from Confused.
com win STEM Leader of the Year
and Hazel Thorpe from the IPO
recognised as STEM Woman of
the Year.

Coadec and Tramshed Tech partner
to improve the Tech Startup landscape in Wales
The Coalition for a Digital Economy
(Coadec), an independent policy
organisation advocating for startups and scaleups across the UK,
had turned their attention to Wales
- joining forces with Tramshed
Tech to undertake a 5-month
research project into the Welsh
technology ecosystem, outlining
how local policy makers can
improve the environment for tech
startups and scaleups in our region.
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Coadec will leverage Tramshed
Tech’s community of startups
and scaling businesses to better
understand the challenges
faced across the tech ecosystem
in Wales, with particular focus on
access to talent, together with
access to finance and creating
technology regulation that
facilitates growth, under the
new COADEC WALES brand.
Tramshed Tech plays a strategic

role in the Welsh tech sector as
founding members of the UK
Tech Cluster Group, Tech Wales
Advocates and Tech Spark
Wales - while Coadec has
successfully established the Future
Fund and expanded the Tier 1
Exceptional Talent Visa.
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Cambrian expands Waste Management
Training to South Wales
With Sustainability such a key
driver of the CCR mission, we
welcomed the news that
award-winning Cambrian Training
Company had expanded its
sustainable resource management
team to cover the whole of Wales.
The company already delivered
apprenticeships for waste
management companies across
North, Mid and West Wales - and
now brings its training offer to

companies, councils and other
enterprises involved in waste
management and recycling across
our region.
The specialist training provider’s
waste management qualifications
are delivered through the
WAMITAB awarding body, enabling
organisations to upskill their workforces in sustainable resource
management - one of Welsh
Government’s priority routes for

apprenticeships that educate
people in the impact of recycling and
sustainability on the environment.
Cambrian supports many learners
who didn’t do that well in school
and may have additional learning
needs - providing one-to-one
support that adapts the learning
to the individual needs of both the
learner and the employer.

South Wales Police invest in
innovative Future Leaders training
The month of May brought news
that South Wales Police is working
with Welsh-based training company,
Call of the Wild, on a series of
innovative online and in-person
training courses, as part of its
investment in developing senior
managers and future leaders.
The police force has already put
several of its most promising leaders
through an extensive training
programme with the Brecon
Beacons-based training company
- on a seven-module course
designed to improve leadership,
team building and people
management skills, as well as
addressing strategies to improve
mental resilience in challenging
situations.
Call of the Wild’s training has
always been rooted in the stunning
surroundings of the Brecon
Beacons, but the company
was quick to pivot its offering
when lockdown measures were
introduced in March 2020.
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Adapting imaginatively to an online
training environment, the business
has developed new and unique
ways of delivering courses to ensure
they continue to be an immersive
and challenging experience - even
when completed virtually.
The company continues to utilise
the incredible landscape and
geography around its headquarters
by bringing the ruggedness of
its outdoor pursuits to the screen
- filming various scenarios
and allowing participants to decide
on different outcomes.
As an example, one virtual training
session, called ‘Behind Enemy
Lines’, uses footage of real
geographical features and the
physical challenges they present
- including rivers, rapids, caves
and cliffs - to offer participants
scenario-based exercises that
replicate the experience of
actually being in the worldfamous Mid-Wales wilderness.

Through this virtual world,
participants needed to work as a
team to journey across the wild
landscape, while simultaneously
completing challenges - such as
leading a team searching for a
downed plane, with the task of
finding the pilot and rescuing
him from the mountains as quickly
as possible.
This inspired training programme
has enabled South Wales Police to
invest in employee development
without spending excessive time
travelling to and from a training
venue - and delivered measurable
outcomes that achieve the desired
return on investment.
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‘Think Air School Kit’
adopted for STEM
outreach programme

World-class
aviation management
degree launched by
Cardiff Met

Personal
attributes beat
experience
for job seekers

50% of Welsh
workers
expecting a pay
rise in 2022

Two global green
energy companies
inspiring Welsh
students for
Clean Energy jobs

Cardiff and Vale
College to host
WorldSkills UK Finals

USW opens The
Startup Stiwdio
on Newport
campus

June

£7m Innovation
Cluster opens in
Ebbw Vale

Cardiff nursery
promotes Welsh
language with
Bilingual
Apprenticeships

the month in two minutes …
June brought collaborations and
co-productions aplenty, with
Ebbw Vale’s revolutionary Living
Laboratory Innovation Cluster
reaping a £7m investment,
the University of South Wales
(USW) announcing an innovative
Incubator Hub based on its Newport
campus, Cardiff and Vale College
being chosen to host WorldSkills
UK Finals, and further west,
Pembrokeshire College collaborating
with global energy companies to
deliver a clean energy career journey.
The month also saw a number
of new and novel skills initiatives
unveiled in the universities, colleges,
schools - and even nurseries - of our
region, with Cardiff Met launching
a world-class aviation degree,
Kier Group plc partnering
with Think Air on a high-impact
STEM outreach programme - and
the Welsh language Si-Lwli nursery
in Cardiff providing bilingual
apprenticeships to its employees.
There was also much to ponder on
the market intelligence front, with
the half-yearly Office of National
Statistics (ONS) data showing that
SME companies prioritise personal
skills over experience when assessing
a candidate and ADP’s People at
Work 2022: A Global Workforce View
revealing that 50% of Welsh workers
expected a pay rise this year - with
the month (and the half year) ending
on the celebratory note of four
inspirational teachers in Wales being
honoured at the prestigious Pearson
National Teaching Awards …

Welsh Teachers named
as Pearson National
Award Winners

venturewales.org
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£7m Living Laboratory Innovation Cluster
opens in Ebbw Vale

Inspirational Welsh Teachers
honoured in UK celebration of Teaching

June saw top tech companies and
school children working together
on the site of a former Ebbw Vale
steelworks to fight hackers across
the world - with the opening of
ResilientWorks, a new technology
campus at the home of the
National Digital Exploitation Centre
(NDEC) jointly funded by global
technology company Thales and
the Welsh Government’s Tech
Valleys programme, with an
additional research contribution
provided by Cardiff University.

Four Welsh-based teachers and
headteachers were named as
Pearson National Teaching Award
winners - each winner being
presented with a Silver Award for
their outstanding commitment
to changing the lives of the
children they work with every
day. The Welsh winners of these
prestigious accolades were:

ResilientWorks is a living laboratory
enabling tech companies to test
and develop autonomous vehicle
and power systems, with a scientific
research programme bringing
together university researchers and leading companies - in
facilities that include laboratories,
a test track and a model street
complex.

The initiative works alongside a
major schools and colleges outreach
programme, laying a pathway
for the next generation of talent
to go into the cyber industry.
ResilientWorks will expand the
campus created by NDEC, a £20m
joint investment launched in 2019
by Thales, Welsh Government
and the University of South Wales
that is already working with
international companies such
as EDF and Williams Grand Prix
Engineering, and Welsh companies
that include Awen Collective and
Protecht.
With a vision to help establish
Wales as a centre of excellence
for the cyber security technology that’s vital for both our national infrastructure and industry,
the development at Ebbw Vale
already employs 28 people and

supports a growing local supplier
base, creating both PhDs and
degree apprenticeships - spotlighting clear routes to well paid
and sustainable STEM (science,
technology, engineering and
maths) careers for valleys children.
Thales is a founder company of the
Cyber College Cymru Initiative - a
partnership between industry and
FE colleges that now educates over
100 students a year in FE colleges,
with outreach programmes that
include a weekly “Cyber Club”
for Year 9 students at Abertillery
Learning Community, where
Thales’ employees and research
graduates work with schoolchildren to develop their cyber skills
and career aspirations.

Cardiff and Vale College (CAVC)
has been chosen as the only
Welsh college to host WorldSkills
UK National Finals in November
- hosting more competitions than
any other UK college.
Six venues have been selected
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Designed by industry experts,
WorldSkillsUK competitions help
young people grow personally and
professionally by developing their
technical and employability skills
- with medal winners enjoying the
opportunity to represent Team UK at
the International Worldskills Finals,
known as the ‘Skills Olympics’, to be
held in France in 2024.

• Ann Webb, Ysgol John Bright,
Llandudno - awarded for Headteacher of the Year in a
Secondary School.

• Steven Brown, Clwyd Community
Primary School, Swansea awarded for Headteacher of the
Year in a Primary School.

The Silver Award winners were
shortlisted to win one of 16 Gold
Awards later in the year - in a
ceremony to be broadcast on the
BBC’s The One Show as part of a
week-long celebration of teaching.

• Nicola Richards, Caegarw
Primary School, Rhondda Cynon
Taf - awarded for Teacher of the
Year in a Primary School.

The Pearson National Teaching
Awards is an annual showcasing
of excellence in education, founded
in 1998 by Lord Puttnam to

recognise the life-changing
impact an inspirational teacher
can have on the lives of the young
people they work with.

Personal skills beat experience
and education for SME jobs

Cardiff and Vale College
chosen to host WorldSkills UK Finals
across the UK to showcase the
finals - with CAVC chosen for 14 of
the 62 contests - as the country’s
top students and apprentices
are brought together to compete
across a wide range of disciplines.

• John Weir, Ysgol Treffynnon,
Flintshire - awarded for Headteacher
of Year in a Secondary School.

The CAVC finals cover a wide range
of skills areas, including Aircraft
Maintenance, Automotive Body
Repair, Automotive Refinishing,
Automotive Technology, Catering,
Digital Media Production,
Hairdressing, Health & Social
Care, Heavy Vehicle Engineering,
IT Software Solutions for Business,
Media, Motor Vehicle and
Restaurant Services.
The winners will be announced
by Steph McGovern in a special
live medal show from her Packed
Lunch studio on 25th November.
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ONS data revealed that SME
vacancies across the UK had reached
575,000 - up by an astonishing 72%
from the same period last year.
These latest figures were
particularly prescient for the
predominantly SME economy of
Cardiff Capital Region - and came
just as iwoca, one of Europe’s
leading small business lenders,
released a survey revealing what
small businesses were looking
for when hiring new employees.
The survey showed that SMEs
prioritised personal attributes
above all else - with almost half
(49%) saying that honesty is the most
important attribute when hiring;
and 38% prioritising on personality.
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Those attributes were followed
by more traditional professional
qualities, including having skills
sets that match the job description
(37%), experience in a similar
position (37%) and good verbal
communication skills (34%).
Surprisingly, a good reference
from a former employer (18%)
and an undergraduate degree
(6%) were among the least
important attributes.
There was common agreement
that hiring is vital for future growth,
with one in six (15%) SMEs saying
that poor hires prevent growth;
and one in ten (11%) recognising
that it can lead to reduced sales.

Interestingly, the research
suggested that one way to
ensure your new hires meet their
potential is by offering them the
opportunity to work from home. Of
those that do offer flexible working,
nearly half (42%) explained that
flexible working arrangements
had a positive effect on
productivity, compared to just 7%
who said it had a negative impact.
Millennial business owners were
more likely to offer working
from home than older generations
by eight percentage points (43%
compared to 35%).
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Half of Welsh workers expect pay rise this year

access to network events and
specialist help in a range of
other areas.

Welsh workers had high
expectations of being given a pay
rise this year - and were ready
to push their employers to get it,
as the cost of living rises sharply
- according to the ADP Research
Institute’s People at Work 2022: A
Global Workforce View.

USW had already established one
Stiwdio on its Cardiff campus specialising in supporting
graduates in the creative
industries (one of CCR’s five priority
sectors) - and another Stiwdio
is due to open at USW Treforest
Campus this summer to support
those students in science and
engineering who want to start
their own business.

Half of workers in Wales (50%) said
they are expecting a pay rise to
help them cope with the rising cost
of living - and a further half (52%)
said they are willing to ask for a

pay rise if they feel they deserve it,
according to the survey of almost
33,000 workers in 17 countries.

The optimism amongst the Welsh
workforce was palpable, with

almost a third (32%) expecting a
promotion and three-in-ten (30%)
a bonus. This came at a time when
36% expected to be given more
responsibility by bosses.
In terms of overall motivations,
workers in Wales said that Pay
is the most important factor to
them in a job, with over half
(57%) citing it as the key priority,
followed by Job Security (41%),
Flexibility of Hours(36%) and
Enjoyment of Work (32%).

USW Startup Stiwdio had already
supported
65
graduate
entrepreneurs - and there are
three start-up businesses
based at the hub, in the shape
of NDT South Wales (a nondestructive testing engineering
company), C Bloc Productions (a
music video specialist) and Talking
Reality (which makes wellbeingfocused podcasts).

Vice-Chancellor for Enterprise
at USW, who views the hub as a
catalyst and a conduit for increasing
entrepreneurial activity across
our region - and comes at a time
when Newport has witnessed the
emerging entrepreneurship of
the Alacrity Foundation and seen
Tramshed Tech take its place at
the refurbished Newport market.

This inspired incubator programme
is the brainchild of Professor
Dylan Jones-Evans, Assistant Pro

Cardiff Met’s aviation degree ready for take-off
Cardiff Metropolitan University
launched a new world-class
aviation management degree,
centred around an exciting
new partnership with an
international
airport
and
renowned global university.
Starting in September 2022, the
industry-leading BA (Hons)
Aviation
Management
programme is a dedicated aviation
qualification
delivered
in
conjunction with the expert staff at
Cardiff Airport (CWL) and Floridabased Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University - Worldwide.

Students on the three-year, fulltime course will study the latest
aviation management theories,
systems and practices - together
with the Ethical, Digital, Global
and Entrepreneurial skills provided
by Cardiff Met EDGE: a unique
approach to curriculum delivery
that ensures graduates have
the core skills and experience
needed in today’s exceptionally
competitive employment markets.
The course will provide an
unparalleled understanding of all
aspects of aviation law, strategic
management, safety, airline
management and the employment

issues relating to the aviation
industry - further enhancing Wales
as a go-to destination for Aviation
and Aerospace studies.
Cardiff Met students will benefit
from modules and placements
developed alongside expert
staff at Cardiff Airport, creating
CWL-generated research and
consulting proposals which can
be readily addressed by students
on the course - as well as enjoying
growing their skills and knowledge
working with a wide range of
aviation and aerospace experts at
Embry Riddle, which teaches over
22,000 students online at more
than 110 campuses worldwide.

USW opens Stiwdio Incubator Hub
on Newport campus
The University of South Wales
(USW) opened its second graduate
incubator - The Startup Stiwdio - at
the fast-expanding USW Newport
campus.
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This new facility offers a great
space to work for USW graduates
who are starting their own
businesses - providing a platform
for alumni to showcase the skills

they have gained while studying at
USW, as well as providing a range
of services that include a bespoke
business support programme,
intellectual property assistance,
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‘Think Air School Kit’ adopted for
STEM outreach programme
Kier Western & Wales partnered
with South Wales-based tech
start-up Think Air, bringing the
construction group’s STEM
programme to schools across
South Wales, to open the eyes
and minds of the next generation
of engineers and scientists.
The new partnership will see Kier
adopt Think Air’s TASK (Think Air
School Kit) - the UK’s first air quality
kit designed for children and
teenagers - to deliver an
enlightening STEM programme
to both primary and secondary
schools across South Wales, as part
of their CSR mission.
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Following a successful pilot at
Fitzalan High School in Cardiff,
the programme will use TASK to
help pupils from Kier’s nominated
schools gain transferable STEM
skills, while also developing
valuable digital literacy skills and
opening minds to the different
roles STEM learning can lead to
in later life.
With a focus on learning by
doing,
TASK’s
interactive
experiences help develop STEM
skills while also raising awareness
of air pollution and the environment
- areas where Kier are committed
to driving change.

With this interactive learning at
the core, TASK will help Kier to
deliver hands-on experiments
that develop basic coding,
research and analytical skills encouraging pupils to discover ways
to make classrooms, schools and
home environments healthier and
more sustainable, using a platform
designed to ensure that knowledge
is transferable to higher learning
and activities beyond the classroom.
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Nursery promotes Welsh Language
and Bilingual Apprenticeships
An award-winning day nursery
in north Cardiff proved its passion
for
providing
learning
opportunities and skills support
in the Welsh language for staff,
children and parents alike.
As part of its commitment to the
Welsh medium, Whitchurchbased Si-Lwli nursery has already
supported half of its workforce to
achieve bilingual apprenticeships
at levels ranging from 2 to 5, with the
City & Guilds qualifications being
delivered by Caerphilly-based
training provider Educ8 Training.

One member of the nursery
team is working towards a
Higher Apprenticeship Level
4 in Professional Practice in
Children’s Care, Play, Learning
and Development - while three
colleagues are focusing on
attaining
the
Foundation
Apprenticeship Level 2 Core
qualification.

in the workplace - two prestigious
accolades, as Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol
leads
the
development of Welsh medium
and bilingual training in the
post-compulsory sector across our
region, whilst the NTfW represents
work-based learning providers
across Wales.

Si-Lwli has been spotlighted by
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol
and the National and Training
Federation of Wales (NTfW)
as a champion of bilingualism

Industry collaboration inspiring
Welsh students for Clean Energy jobs
A new course preparing students
for the future renewables’ job
market was launched by
Pembrokeshire College.
Two global green energy companies
- EDF Renewables UK and DP
Energy - have joined forces with the
county’s largest provider of post-16
education, to design a programme

that will raise awareness, transfer
real-world knowledge and inform
career journeys for 16-18 year olds.
The two-year course - Destination
Renewables - will educate learners
about
renewable
energy
technologies, including wave,
tidal, solar, wind and the project
management processes that go

with them.
This exciting collaboration with
industry is aimed at bridging
the skills gap, showcasing the
diverse range of careers within the
sector - and helping Wales meet
its net zero targets - in a county
that’s fast becoming a centre of
excellence for renewable energies.

It’s been a remarkable quarter for the skills and talent communities of Southeast Wales
- and we’ve been delighted to bring you the key stories that affect employers, training
providers, learners and employees.
Look out for our next Quarterly news review at the end of Q3 - and for our regular news
updates, go to www.venturewales.org

All images in this publication are sourced from FreePik [freepik.com]
and Canva [canva.com] unless otherwise captioned.
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